
The Syntax and Semantis of esraPierre Flener and Brahim HnihDepartment of Information SieneUppsala University, Box 513, S { 751 20 Uppsala, SwedenfPierre.Flener, Brahim.Hnihg�dis.uu.se(Version of Marh 23, 2001)1 IntrodutionWe introdue esra, a high-level language for modelling onstraint satisfation problems (CSPs), be theydeision problems (where appropriate values for the problem variables must be found within their domains,subjet to some onstraints) or optimisation problems (where there also is a numeri ost funtion thathas to be optimised).Starting from the very expressive, delarative, and fast opl (Optimisation Programming Language)[5℄, the esra language is designed to be even more expressive and delarative, and equally fast [1℄. Theesra language is in fat a superset of a large subset of opl. Like opl, the esra language is stronglytyped, and a sugared version of what is essentially a �rst-order logi language. Unlike opl, the esralanguage supports more advaned types, suh as mappings, and allows variables of these types as well asof type set, making it an atual set onstraint language and thus more expressive than opl. Unlike inopl, no proedural searh proedures an be given in esra models, as they are automatially generatedduring ompilation (see [2℄ for �rst ideas on how we plan to ahieve this), making esra thus also moredelarative than opl. A set of rewrite rules ahieves ompilation from esra into opl, yielding modelsthat are often very similar to those that a human opl modeller would (have to) write anyway, so thatthere is no loss in solving speed ompared to (the available searh heuristis of) opl. Consult [1℄ forsome sample esra models, and the opl models they ompile into.Prior knowledge of opl must be assumed here, as we annot possibly explain all its used featureshere. This report is organised as follows. In Setion 2, we explain the design deisions behind esra.Then, in Setion 3, the syntax of esra is introdued. In Setion 4, the semantis of esra is given, byshowing how it is ompiled into opl. Finally, in Setion 5, we disuss our diretions for future work.2 Design DeisionsIn order to design our new modelling language esra, we had to take deisions as to its syntax (in Se-tion 2.1), as well as its novel features ompared to other modelling languages, suh as opl (in Setion 2.2).2.1 Syntax DeisionsSine opl is arguably the most expressive onstraint programming language available nowadays, wedeided to minimise our e�orts for ompiling esra into some exeutable form by using opl as targetlanguage. Also, sine it is arguably not frequently possible to improve on the expressiveness and delara-tiveness of opl, a natural hoie was to base the syntax of esra on the one of opl, so that entire passagesof esra programs an be literally opied during ompilation. Finally, opl being a huge language (andour resoures being limited), we opted not to over all of its features; in fat, just like the designersof opl, we do not really are whether our esra language is omplete (in any sense) or not, our maindriving fore being rather the design of a language that is pratial for modelling at least some lasses of(real-life) CSPs.As a result, esra is a subset of opl, both beause we omitted (for the time being) support ofsheduling, oating-point numbers, strings, pieewise linear funtions, et (see Setion 3.3 for the ompletelist), and beause we de�nitively eliminated support of the searh primitives, as our objetive is to(eventually) generate the (proedural) searh part from an analysis of the (delarative) onstraint part.1



We also do not support a sripting language suh as opl-sript. However, esra also is a superset ofthat subset, as we introdue useful high-level type onstrutors and allow the set operators of opl inatual set onstraints. esra is thus designed to be more expressive and more delarative than even opl,without ompromising on eÆieny (when ompared to the available searh heuristis of opl) [2℄.These design deisions allow us to bene�t, as a side-e�et, from opl's elegantly hiding that it atuallyis a logi language. Indeed, typed quanti�ations are replaed by C-like type and variable delarations,onjuntion is denoted by a semi-olon (the usual notation in imperative programming for sequential om-position), et. It is unfortunate that plain logi notation is onsidered repulsive by many programmers,so e�orts indeed must be undertaken to give them a language with the look and feel of other languages.2.2 High-Level Type ConstrutorsIt is generally reognised that the highest-level data strutures are:� sequenes : element ontainers where the union operation is assoiative, with element order andelement repetition being relevant;� bags (or multisets): sequenes where the union operation is ommutative, making element orderirrelevant;� sets : bags where the union operation is idempotent, making element repetition irrelevant.Sequenes, bags, and sets are of possibly unbounded ardinality. Their usage is reommended for thehigh-level modelling of problems. At lower levels of abstration, these data strutures an be representedin a variety of ways, using trees, bit vetors, pointers, et. As we are (here) not interested in sequentialaess to sequene elements nor in sequenes of unbounded ardinality, we abandon sequenes in favourof (�xed-size) arrays, with diret aess to elements. Similarly, we are (for the time being) not onernedwith bags and in�nite sets, and ignore them as modelling devies.So, equipped with (�nite) sets and arrays, what an a problem modeller do? More preisely, are thereany useful reurring modelling idioms that an be aptured in new ways? Following D.R. Smith [4℄, welaim that many problems are of either of the following four lasses: 1� SUBSET : Find a subset of a given set. For example, �nding a lique of a graph amounts to �ndinga subset of its vertex set.� MAPPING : Find a mapping from a given set to another given set. For example, the olouring ofthe ountries of a map, suh that any two neighbour ountries have di�erent olours, �ts this lass.� PERMUTATION : Find an array that represents a permutation of a given set. For example,sheduling jobs aording to preedene onstraints is a permutation problem.� SEQUENCE : Find an array that represents a sequene, of bounded ardinality, of elements drawnfrom a given set. For example, a (variant of the) travelling salesperson problem an be modelledthis way, with a set of ities being ordered into a route, suh that every ity is visited at least one.Going beyond Smith's lassi�ation now, we reognise that many real-life problems are atually hybridin nature, so that we also need to support any ombination of the four lasses above. For instane, theWarehouse Loation problem [5℄ is a hybrid of SUBSET and MAPPING , beause a mapping has to befound from the given set of stores into a subset of the given set of warehouses.The four lasses above are thus atually not lasses of stand-alone problems, but rather give rise topowerful high-level type onstrutors, of whih several an be used in the same program. The syntax and(informal) semantis of their usage in variable delarations is as follows:� var fTg S: Set S is a subset of set T. A superset of T must be known (i.e., either T is a set or Tis a subset of a known set). The internal representation of sets is hidden from the modeller. Forinstane:var {Verties} Clique;...forall(A,B in Clique) <A,B> in Edges;1Smith atually identi�es seven lasses, but we disarded one here, as it is not appliable to CSPs, and we twie mergedtwo of his lasses into one. 2



is the ore of a model of the lique problem.� var V->W M: Mapping M is from set V into set W. Supersets of V and W must be known. The internalrepresentation of mappings is hidden from the modeller. For instane:var Countries->Colours M;...forall(A,B in Countries) <A,B> in Neighbours => M[A℄<>M[B℄;is the ore of a model of the map olouring problem.� var perm(S) A: Array A, indexed by 1..ard(S), represents a permutation of set S. A superset ofS must be known. For instane:var perm(Jobs) Shed;...forall(I,J in 1..ard(Shed)) <Shed[I℄,Shed[J℄> in Pre => I<J;is the ore of a model of the job sheduling problem.� var seq(S,K) A: Array A, indexed by 1..K, represents a sequene, of bounded ardinality K, ofelements drawn from set S. A superset of S must be known. For instane:int MaxCities = ...;var seq(Cities,MaxCities) Route;...forall(City in Cities) City in Route;is the ore of a model of our travelling salesperson problem.The SUBSET lass an be usefully generalised to nSUBSETS , where the aim is to �nd a maximum of nsubsets of the given set.3 The Syntax of esraWe now present the syntax of the esra language, whih is inspired by the one of opl. But before we angive its BNF grammar, we need to �x some syntati onventions.3.1 Syntati ConventionsTo highlight that esra is a superset of a subset of opl, we use the same syntati onventions to givethe grammar of esra as used for opl in [5℄:� Terminal symbols are denoted in typewriter font (e.g., solve)� hnti denotes a non-terminal symbol nt� [ objet ℄ denotes an optional grammar segment objet� f objet g denotes zero, one, or several times the grammar segment objet� objet+ denotes an expression objet f , objet g� objet� denotes an expression objet f ; objet gWhen a nonterminal symbol, say hni, is de�ned by several rules, say as hai, hbi, or hi, we use thenotation:hni ! hai! hbi! hi 3



Table 1: Keywords of esraby ard ount diff elseendif enum exists forall ifin int inter max maximizemaxint min minimize mod notordered perm prod range seqsolve strut subjet subset sumsymdiff then to union varor the notation:hni ! hai j hbi j hidepending on onveniene in ontext.The basi building bloks of esra are integers (non-terminal hIntegeri), identi�ers (non-terminalhIdi), and the keywords of the language (e.g., forall). Identi�ers in esra start with a letter and anontain only letters and digits. Note that identi�ers in esra are not ase-sensitive (for tehnial reasonsin the ompiler design). Also, note that the undersore harater ` ' is not allowed in identi�ers (thisallows the ompiler to easily reate new identi�ers, when neessary). Integers are sequenes of digits,possibly pre�xed by a minus sign. The esra keywords are listed in Table 1.3.2 The Grammar of esraesra models onsist of a set of delarations followed by an instrution:hModeli ! f hDelarationi ghInstrutioniDelarations are either type delarations, or instane data delarations, or problem variable delarations:hDelarationi ! hTypeDeli ;! hDataDeli ;! hV arDeli ;User-delared types an be de�ned using enumerations (symbol sequenes2 that are initialised eitherinline, or o�ine via a data �le), integer ranges, and the reord (or: struture) type-onstrutor:hTypeDeli ! enum hIdi hEnumIniti! range hIdi [ hRangei ℄! strut hIdi f hFieldDeli� ghEnumIniti ! f hIdi+ g! ...hRangei ! hExpressioni .. hExpressionihFieldDeli ! hTypei hIdi [ hSubsriptsi ℄(Arrays of) instane data an be delared to be of the primitive types (namely integers and non-negativeintegers), user-delared types (as seen above), as well as set types (built using the set type-onstrutor).3Arrays an have any number of dimensions. Integer ranges, enumerations, and sets an be used to de�neeah dimension. Initialisation of the instane data is either inline, or o�ine via a data �le. Arrays aneven be initialised (inline) by generi expressions. The grammar of data delarations is:2In order not to onfuse opl modellers, we uphold the opl view that enumerations are \totally ordered sets" and thuswrite their elements between urly braes. In fat, they are symbol sequenes without element repetition and an be seenas integer ranges or symbol arrays, so that their elements should be written between square brakets.3In order not to onfuse opl modellers, we uphold the opl view that instane-data sets are \totally ordered sets" andthus write their elements between urly braes. In fat, they are symbol sequenes without element repetition and an beseen as integer ranges or symbol arrays, so that their elements should be written between square brakets.4



hDataDeli ! hTypei hIdi [ hSubsriptsi ℄ hDataInitihTypei ! int j int+ j hIdi j f hTypei ghSubsriptsi ! [ hSubsripti+ ℄hSubsripti ! hRangei! hIdi! hIdi in hRangei! hIdi in hIdihDataIniti ! = hElemIniti! = ...hElemIniti ! ... see Figure 4.8 p.78 of [5℄ ...(Arrays of) problem variables an be delared to be of the primitive types, user-delared types, set types(designating that the set variable is a subset of the set of the given type), as well as some additionaltypes, built using the type onstrutors -> (designating all mappings between the two argument sets),perm (designating all permutations of the argument set), and seq (designating all sequenes of elementsdrawn from the argument set, the size of the sequenes being upper-bounded by the value of the argumentexpression). (Set, mapping, permutation, and sequene variables are not supported by opl. Set variablesrepresent atual sets, in the mathematial sense, where element order and repetition are irrelevant.) Theinternal representation of set and mapping variables is hidden from the modeller (and atually ontext-dependent, as shown in Setion 4). The modeller an view permutation and sequene variables as arrays.The grammar of problem variable delarations is:hV arDeli ! var int hIdi [ hSubsriptsi ℄ [ in hRangei ℄! var int+ hIdi [ hSubsriptsi ℄ [ in hRangei ℄! var hIdi hIdi [ hSubsriptsi ℄! var hNewTypei hIdihNewTypei ! f hIdi g j hIdi -> hIdi j perm(hIdi) j seq(hIdi,hExpressioni)Expressions on integers, reords, enumerations, and sets (the latter two are basially integer ranges)are onstruted from onstants, instane data, and problem variables, using the traditional (aggregate)operators of arithmeti and sets, as well as parentheses. (Reord expressions and the aggregate operatorount are not supported by opl.) Operators \/" and mod ompute the integer quotient and remainderof a division, respetively. The maximum integer representable in esra is denoted by onstant maxint.Operator ard returns the ardinality of an enumeration or set. Sine relations (see below) are seenin esra as 0-1 integers (with 0 standing for falsity, and 1 for truth), they an also appear in integerexpressions, provided they are wrapped in parentheses. The grammar of expressions is:hExpressioni ! hUnOpi hExpressioni! hExpressioni hBinOpi hExpressioni! hAggrOpi ( hParameteri+ ) hExpressioni! ount( hParameteri+ )! hIntegeri! maxint! hArgumenti! ( hExpressioni )! ( hRelationi )hUnOpi ! + j - j ardhBinOpi ! + j - j * j / j mod j union j diff j inter j symdiffhAggrOpi ! sum j min j max j union j prod j interhArgumenti ! hObjeti! hIdi hDerefi! hIdi -> hIdihObjeti ! hIdi! < hIdi+ >hDerefi ! [ hElemIniti+ ℄! . hIdi 5



Table 2: Operator Preedenes in esraClass Operator Preedenelogial <=> 0=> 1\/ 2& 3not 4arithmeti =, >=, <=, >, <, <> 5sets in, not in, subset 5binary +, -, union, diff, symdiff 6unary +, -, ard 7aggregate sum, ount, min, max, union 7binary *, /, mod, inter 8aggregate prod, inter 9Relations on integers, sets, and other relations are onstruted from expressions using the traditionaloperators of arithmeti, sets, and logi. Relations are either true or false, and an appear in integerexpressions (as seen above). The grammar of relations is:hRelationi ! hExpressioni hArithOpi hExpressioni f hArithOpi hExpressioni g! hExpressioni hSetOpi hExpressioni! not hRelationi! hRelationi hLogiOpi hRelationihArithOpi ! = j >= j <= j > j < j <>hSetOpi ! in j not in j subsethLogiOpi ! & j \/ j => j <=>(Conjuntions of) onstraints on the problem variables are posted using relations (as above), the tra-ditional aggregate operators (or: quanti�ers) of logi, and onditional omposition. (The existentialquanti�er exists is not supported by opl.) The grammar of onstraints is:hConstrainti ! hRelationi! exists ( hParameteri+ ) hConstrainti! forall ( hParameteri+ ) hConstrainti! if hRelationi then hConstrainti [ else hConstrainti ℄ endif! f hConstrainti� gFormal parameters are needed for all aggregate operators. They must be within some bounds (an integerrange, enumeration, or set), and may be required to satisfy some additional ondition; the ommonondition that they be ordered under \<" (reall that enumerations and sets are basially integer ranges),an be more simply expressed with the ordered keyword. The grammar of formal parameters is:hParameteri ! [ ordered ℄ hObjeti+ in hBoundsi [ : hRelationi ℄hBoundsi ! hArgumenti j hRangeiThe instrution of an esra model posts the onstraints of the problem, and states the optional ostfuntion that has to be optimised. The grammar of instrutions is:hInstrutioni ! solve hConstrainti ;! minimize hExpressioni subjet to hConstrainti ;! maximize hExpressioni subjet to hConstrainti ;The preedene of all operators is given in Table 2.6



3.3 Features of opl Not Supported by esraSo far, we have shown all the features of esra, stating whether they are taken verbatim from opl,or enhaned over their de�nition in opl, or new ompared to opl. The features of opl that are notsupported in esra are divided into two ategories. First, the following opl features are urrently notsupported in esra, beause of our limited resoures (�gure and page numbers refer to [5℄, whih is aboutopl version 2):� oating point numbers, ranges, instane data, problem variables, and expressions (in Figure 4.2p.68, in Figure 4.3 p.69, in Figure 4.4 p.71, and in Figure 5.2 p.95)� sheduling delarations, operations, onstraints, and reetive funtions (Figure 4.5 p.71, in Fig-ure 5.3 p.96, in Figure 5.4 p.97, and Figure 11.2 p.217)� onstraint delarations for naming individual onstraints (Figure 4.6 p.76)� onstraint assertions for heking onsisteny of the instane data (Figure 4.7 p.76)� �le initialisations for a single instane datum (in Figure 4.8 p.78)� o�ine initialisations via a data instrution (Figure 4.9 p.80)� omputed initialisations via an Initialize instrution (Figure 4.10 p.82)� pieewise linear funtions (in Figure 5.2 p.95)� display instrutions for pretty-printing results (in Figure 8.1 p.140)� prediate delarations for de�ning (a limited version of) proedures (new in opl version 3, inFigure 5.5 of its referene manual)� setting delarations (new in opl version 3, in Figure 9.1 of its referene manual)� database operations (new in opl version 3, in Figure 10.1 of its referene manual)� sripting language (new with opl version 3, in its referene manual)Seond, the following other opl features will never be supported in esra, beause we (plan to) generate(during ompilation from esra into opl) ode that uses these often rather proedural features (�gureand page numbers refer to [5℄):� reetive funtions giving information about the urrent state of the omputation (Table 5.1 p.93)� global onstraints (in Figure 5.4 p.97)� foring the use of linear relaxations of integer onstraints (in Figure 5.5 p.107)� searh proedures enoding labelling heuristis (Figure 7.1 p.122)New features of future versions of opl will undergo similar lassi�ation.4 The Semantis of esraWe now explain the semantis of the esra language, by exhibiting the arhiteture of a ompiler (intoopl), and showing that the main modules of that arhiteture an be easily implemented by a set ofesra-to-opl rewrite rules.4.1 Arhiteture of our esra CompilerThe arhiteture of our esra ompiler is shown in Figure 1. First, the Deomposer separates an esraprogram into its delaration, optimisation, and onstraint parts. Next, the esra-to-opl DelarationConverter rewrites all esra delarations into opl delarations, and possibly into some opl onstraintsand opl display statements (see Setion 4.2.1 for details). Also, the esra-to-opl Converter rewrites theesra optimisation and onstraint parts into an opl optimisation part and more opl onstraints, usingthe delaration part (again see Setion 4.2.1 for details). Finally, the Composer assembles the generatedopl program by suitably onatenating the obtained opl statements.The Deomposer and Composer modules are trivial, and are not disussed here. The onvertermodules are explained next. 7
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Figure 1: Arhiteture of our esra ompiler4.2 esra-to-opl Rewrite RulesWe use onditional rewrite rules, here written as follows:L ) R j Cmeaning that, if ondition C holds, then expression L is rewritten into R.4.2.1 esra-to-opl Delaration ConverterThe delarations of esra that involve types not supported (in the same way) by opl (namely sets,mappings, permutations, and sequenes) are rewritten into opl delarations, and possibly into someopl onstraints and display statements. All other delarations literally beome opl delarations. Foreah variable delaration involving n sets, there are 2n rewrite rules, depending on whether eah set isitself a variable or not. No instane data that are mappings, permutations, or sequenes are allowed.Furthermore, all new variable names introdued by the rewrite rules have an undersore harater, whihmakes sure that they were not used by the modeller, sine esra variable names are not allowed to havean undersore.Set rules. For set delarations, we have two rules.� The �rst rule is as follows: var fTg S;) var int S[T℄ in 0..1;display(I in T: S[I℄=1) <I>;j T is a known set8



A set S of known super-set T is thus represented as an array of Boolean variables, indexed by T.Furthermore, a display statement is generated to pretty-print S.� The seond rule is: var fTg S;) var int S[U℄ in 0..1;forall(I in U) S[I℄=1 => T[I℄=1;display(I in U: S[I℄=1) <I>;j T is a set variable of known super-set UA set S of variable super-set T of known super-set U is thus represented as an array of Booleanvariables, indexed by U. A onstraint is added to fore elements from S to be also in T. Furthermore,a display statement is generated to pretty-print S.Mapping rules. We have four rules for mapping variable delarations.� The �rst rule is: var V->W M;) var W M[V℄;j V and W are known setsThe mapping M is thus represented as an array of variables drawn from W, indexed by V.� The seond rule is:var V->W M;) var T M[V℄;forall(I in V) W[M[I℄℄=1;j V is a known set, and W is a set variable of known super-set TThe mapping M is thus represented as an array of variables drawn from T, indexed by V. Furthermore,we post the onstraint that every atually mapped element of T must be a member of W.� The third rule is:var V->W M;) var W M[S℄;display(I in S: V[I℄=1) <I,M[I℄>;j V is a set variable of known super-set S, and W is a known setThe mapping M is thus represented as an array of variables drawn from W, indexed by S. Furthermore,a display statement is generated to pretty-print M.� The fourth rule is:var V->W M;) var int M[S,T℄ in 0..1;forall(I in S, J in T) M[I,J℄=1 => V[I℄=1 & W[J℄=1;forall(I in S) V[I℄=1 => (sum(J in T) (M[I,J℄=1))=1;display(I in S, J in T: M[I,J℄=1) <I,J>;j V and W are set variables of known super-sets S and T, respetivelyThe mapping M is thus represented as a two-dimensional array of Booleans, indexed by S and T.Furthermore, we post the onstraint that every atual pair <I,J> of M fores I and J to be membersof V and W, respetively. Also, we post the onstraint that every element of V must be mapped toexatly one element of W, beause modelling the mapping as a Boolean matrix does not by itselfenfore this. Finally, a display statement is generated to pretty-print M.9



Permutation rules. We have two rules for permutation variable delarations. A permutation of a setV is viewed as an array, indexed by 1..ard(V), so that modellers have diret aess to its elements.� The �rst rule is: var perm(V) P;) var V P[1..ard(V)℄;alldifferent(P);j V is a known setThe permutation P is thus represented as an array of variables drawn from V, indexed by 1..ard(V).Furthermore, we post the onstraint that all elements of P must be di�erent.� The seond rule is:var perm(V) P;) var T P[1..ard(T)℄;var int P s[1..ard(T)℄ in 0..1;alldifferent(P);forall(I in 1..ard(T)) P s[I℄=1 <=> V[P[I℄℄=1;forall(I in 2..ard(T)) P s[I-1℄>=P s[I℄;display(I in 1..ard(T): P s[I℄=1) <P[I℄>;j V is a set variable of known super-set TThe permutation P is thus represented as an array of variables drawn from T, indexed by 1..ard(T).Furthermore, we post the onstraint that all elements of P must be di�erent. We also reate anarray of Booleans, P s, indexed by 1..ard(T), to denote the subset of the permutation to beomputed. We fore that every element in P must also be in the set variable V. We also add asymmetry-breaking onstraint in the form of inequalities between the Booleans of P s that fore Pto have as pre�x all the atual elements in the permutation and as a suÆx all the elements that areexluded from the permutation. Furthermore, a display statement is generated to pretty-print P.Sequene rules. We have two rules for sequene variable delarations. A sequene of bounded lengthK over a set V is viewed as an array, indexed by 1..K, so that modellers have diret aess to its elements.� The �rst rule is: var seq(V,K) S;) var V S[1..K℄;var int S s[1..K℄ in 0..1;forall(I in 2..K) S s[I-1℄>=S s[I℄;display(I in 1..K: S s[I℄=1) <S[I℄>;j V is a known setThe sequene S is thus represented as an array of variables drawn from V, indexed by 1..K. We alsoreate an array of Booleans, S s, indexed by 1..K to denote the subsequene to be omputed of thesequene. We add a symmetry-breaking onstraint in the form of inequalities between the Booleansof S s that fore S to have as pre�x all the atual elements in the sequene and as a suÆx all theelements that are exluded from the sequene. Furthermore, a display statement is generated topretty-print S.� The seond rule is: var seq(V,K) S;) var T S[1..K℄;var int S s[1..K℄ in 0..1;forall(I in 1..K) S s[I℄=1 <=> V[S[I℄℄=1;forall(I in 2..K) S s[I-1℄>=S s[I℄;display(I in 1..K: S s[I℄=1) <S[I℄>;j V is a set variable of known super-set T10



The sequene S is thus represented as an array of variables drawn from T, indexed by 1..K. We alsoreate an array of Booleans, S s, indexed by 1..K, to denote the subsequene to be omputed of thesequene. We fore every element in S to be in the variable set V. We also add a symmetry-breakingonstraint in the form of inequalities between the Booleans of S s that fore S to have as pre�xall the atual elements in the sequene and as a suÆx all the elements that are exluded from thesequene. Furthermore, a display statement is generated to pretty-print S.4.2.2 esra-to-opl ConverterExpressions and onstraints of esra that involve types not supported (in the same way) by opl (namelysets, mappings, permutations, and sequenes) are rewritten into opl. Similarly for the expressions andonstraints of esra that do not exist in opl (suh as ount). For eah esra onstraint or expressioninvolving n sets (provided that they are not all known, beause otherwise it is simply an opl onstraintor expression), there are 2n � 1 rewrite rules, depending on whether eah set is itself a variable or not.Subset rules. There are three rules for the subset onstraint.� The �rst rule is:S subset T;) forall(e in S) T[e℄=1;S subset W;j S is a known set, and T is a variable set of known super-set Wbeause ...� The seond rule is:S subset T;) forall(I in V diff T) S[I℄=0;j S is a set variable of known super-set V, and T is a known setbeause ...� The third rule is:S subset T;) forall(I in V diff W) S[I℄=0;forall(I in W inter V) S[I℄=1 => T[I℄=1;j S and T are variable sets of known super-sets V and W, respetivelybeause ...Intersetion rules. For the inter operator, we only allow onstraints of the form A inter B = C.Similarly for union, diff, and symdiff. There are seven rules for inter.� The �rst rule is: S inter T = U) U subset (V inter T);forall(e in U) S[e℄=1;forall(e in (V inter T) diff U) S[e℄=0;j S is a set variable of known super-set V,T is a known set, andU is a known setbeause ...� The seond rule is: 11



S inter T = U) U subset (S inter W);forall(e in U) T[e℄=1;forall(e in (W inter S) diff U) T[e℄=0;j S is a known set,T is a set variable of known super-set W, andU is a known setbeause ...� The third rule is: S inter T = U) (S inter T) subset X;forall(e in S inter T) U[e℄=1;forall(e in X diff (S inter T)) U[e℄=0;j S is a known set,T is a known set, andU is a set variable of known super-set Xbeause ...� The fourth rule is: S inter T = U) U subset (V inter W);forall(e in U) S[e℄=1;forall(e in U) T[e℄=1;forall(e in (V inter W) diff U) S[e℄=0;forall(e in (V inter W) diff U) T[e℄=0;j S is a set variable of known super-set V,T is a set variable of known super-set W, andU is a known setbeause ...� The �fth rule is:S inter T = U) forall(e in (V inter T) diff (V inter T inter X)) S[e℄=0;forall(e in X diff (V inter T inter X)) U[e℄=0;forall(e in V inter T inter X) S[e℄=1 <=> U[e℄=1;forall(e in (X inter V) diff (V inter T inter X)) S[e℄=0;j S is a set variable of known super-set V,T is a known set, andU is a set variable of known super-set Xbeause ...� The sixth rule is:S inter T = U) forall(e in (S inter W) diff (S inter W inter X)) T[e℄=0;forall(e in X diff (S inter W inter X)) U[e℄=0;forall(e in S inter W inter X) T[e℄=1 <=> U[e℄=1;forall(e in (X inter W) diff (S inter W inter X)) T[e℄=0;j S is a known set,T is a set variable of known super-set W, andU is a set variable of known super-set Xbeause ... 12



� The seventh rule is:S inter T = U) forall(e in (V inter W) diff (V inter W inter X)) S[e℄=0;forall(e in (V inter W) diff (V inter W inter X)) T[e℄=0;forall(e in X diff (V inter W inter X)) U[e℄=0;forall(e in V inter W inter X) S[e℄=1 <=> U[e℄=1;forall(e in V inter W inter X) T[e℄=1 <=> U[e℄=1;forall(e in (X inter V) diff (V inter W inter X)) S[e℄=0;forall(e in (X inter W) diff (V inter W inter X)) T[e℄=0;j S is a set variable of known super-set V,T is a set variable of known super-set W, andU is a set variable of known super-set Xbeause ...The rules for union, diff, and symmdiff are omitted in this (version of this) report.Sums over sets. There is only one rule for sums over sets, namely:sum(I in S) F(I)) sum(I in V) F(I)*S[I℄j S is a set variable of known super-set V, and F is any esra numeri expressionbeause, in this ase, the set variable S is represented by an array of Booleans, indexed by V.Sums over mappings. We have four rules for sums over mappings.� The �rst rule is: sum(I->J in M) F(I,J)) sum(I in S) F(I,M[I℄)j S and T are known sets,M is a mapping from S into T, andF is any esra numeri expressionbeause, in this ase, the mapping M is represented by an array of elements drawn from T, indexedby S.� The seond rule is: sum(I->J in M) F(I,J)) sum(I in S) F(I,M[I℄)j S is a known set,T is a set variable of known super-set W,M is a mapping from S into T, andF is any esra numeri expressionbeause, in this ase, the mapping M is represented by an array of elements drawn from W, indexedby S.� The third rule is: sum(I->J in M) F(I,J)) sum(I in V) F(I,M[I℄)*S[I℄j S is a set variable of known super-set V,T is a known set,M is a mapping from S into T, andF is any esra numeri expressionbeause, in this ase, the mapping M is represented by an array of elements drawn from T, indexedby V, and the set variable S is represented by an array of Booleans, indexed by V.13



� The fourth rule is: sum(I->J in M) F(I,J)) sum(I in V, J in W) F(I,J)*M[I,J℄j S is a set variable of known super-set V,T is a set variable of known super-set W,M is a mapping from S into T, andF is any esra numeri expressionbeause, in this ase, the mapping M is represented by an array of Booleans, indexed by V and W.Sums over permutations. The only is one rule for sums over permutations, namely:sum(I in P) F(I)) sum(I in 1..ard(W)) F(P[I℄)*P s[I℄j P is a permutation of a set variable V of known super-set W, andF is any esra numeri expressionbeause, in this ase, P is represented by an array of elements drawn from W, indexed by 1..ard(V),and by P s (an array of Booleans ontrolling the inlusion of some elements in the permutation).Sums over sequenes. There only is one rule for sums over sequenes, namely:sum(I in S) F(I)) sum(I in 1..K) F(S[I℄)*S s[I℄j S is a sequene of bounded size primK of a set variable V, andF is any esra numeri expressionbeause, in this ase, the set variable S is represented by an array of elements drawn from V, indexed by1..K, and by S s (an array of Booleans ontrolling the inlusion of some elements in the sequene).Produts, minima, maxima, unions, and intersetions. The rules for prod, min, max, (n-ary)union, and (n-ary) inter are omitted in this (version of this) report.Cardinality of sets. There only is one rule for the ardinality of sets, namely:ard(S)) sum(I in V) S[I℄j S is a set variable of known super-set Vbeause, in this ase, the set S is represented by a Boolean array, indexed by V.Cardinality of permutations. There only is one rule for the ardinality of permutations, namely:ard(P)) sum(I in 1..ard(V)) P s[I℄j P is a permutation of a set variable of known super-set Vbeause, in this ase, the permutation P is represented by an array of elements drawn from V, indexedby 1..ard(V), and by P s (an array of Booleans ontrolling the inlusion of some elements in thepermutation).Cardinality of sequenes. There only is one rule for the ardinality of sequenes, namely:ard(S)) sum(I in 1..K) S s[I℄j S is a sequene of bounded size Kbeause, in this ase, the sequene S is represented by an array indexed by 1..K and by S s (an array ofBooleans ontrolling the inlusion of some elements in the sequene).14



Membership in sets. There only is one rule for membership in sets, namely:I in S) S[I℄ = 1; I in Vj S is a set variable of known super-set Vbeause in this ase, S is represented by a Boolean array, indexed by V. We also need to make sure thatI is an element of V.Membership in mappings. There are four rules for membership in mappings.� The �rst rule is: I->J in M) M[I℄=Jj V and W are known sets, andM is a mapping from V into Wbeause, in this ase, the mapping M is represented by an array of elements drawn from W, indexedby V.� The seond rule is: I->J in M) M[I℄=Jj V is a known set,W is a set variable of known super-set T, andM is a mapping from V into Wbeause, in this ase, the mapping M is represented by an array of elements drawn from T, indexedby V, and the set W is represented by a Boolean array, indexed by T.� The third rule is: I->J in M) M[I℄=Jj V is a set variable of known super-set T,W is a known set, andM is a mapping from V into Wbeause, in this ase, the mapping M is represented by an array of elements drawn from W, indexedby T, and the set V is represented by a Boolean array, indexed by T.� The fourth rule is: I->J in M) M[I,J℄=1j V is a set variable of known super-set S,W is a set variable of known super-set T, andM is a mapping from V into Wbeause, in this ase, the mapping M is represented by an array of booleans, indexed by T and S.The set V is represented by a Boolean array, indexed by S. The set W is represented by a Booleanarray, indexed by T.Membership in permutations. There are two rules for membership in permutations.� The �rst rule is: I in P) I in Vj P is a permutation of known super-set V15



beause in this ase, P is represented by an array of elements drawn from V. We only need to makesure that I is an element of V.� The seond rule is:I in P) I in V; (sum(J in 1..ard(V)) P[J℄=I*P s[J℄) = 1j P is a permutation of a set variable of known super-set Vbeause in this ase, P is represented by an array of elements drawn from T, indexed by 1..ard(V).We need to make sure that I is an element of V as well as being an element of S.Membership in sequenes. There only is one rule for membership in sequenes, namely:I in S) I in T; (sum(J in 1..K) S[J℄=I*S s[J℄) >= 1j S is a sequene of a set variable (of known super-set T) or a known set Tbeause in this ase, S is represented by an array of elements drawn from T, indexed by 1..K. We needto make sure that I is an element of T as well as being an element of S.Non-membership. One of the rules for non-membership in sequenes is as follows:I not in S) not(I in T & (sum(J in 1..K) S[J℄=I * S s[J℄) >= 1)j S is a sequene of a known set Tbeause in this ase, S is represented by an array of elements drawn from T, indexed by 1..K. We onlyneed to post the negation of the onstraint for membership.The other rules for non-membership an be done in a similar way, and are skipped in this (version ofthis) report.Count expressions. A ount expression ount(I in S: C) over any data struture S, where C is anyesra numeri expression, an be rewritten (within esra) into sum(I in S) C, so that we an then usethe rules for sum disussed previously.Universal quanti�ation. For universal quanti�ation over sets, one of the rules is as follows:forall(I in S) F(I);) forall(I in V) S[I℄=1 => F(I);j S is a set variable of known super-set V, and F is any esra onstraintbeause, in this ase, the set S is represented by a Boolean array, indexed by V. In fat, this rule is verysimilar to the one of the summation rules (disussed previously) exept that S[I℄ (in the summation) isreplaed by S[I℄=1 (in the quanti�ation), and that the multipliation is replaed with an impliation.Hene, the other rules for universal quanti�ation over sets, mappings, permutations, and sequenes areskipped in this report.Existential quanti�ation. An existential quanti�ation exists(X in S) F(X) over any data stru-ture S, where F is any esra relation, an be rewritten (within esra) into (sum(X in S) (F(X))) > 0,so that we an then use the rules for sum disussed previously.5 Future WorkIn order to ful�ll our design intention of making esra more delarative than opl, whereby we omittedsearh parts from the esra language, we are urrently investigating the ompile-time generation of alsoa (proedural) opl searh part from a (delarative) esra model. See [2, 3℄ for �rst results.We will also study the reformulation of esra models, by investigating the merits of alternative oplrepresentations of high-level data strutures, onsidering the integration of alternative models, and ex-amining the generation of implied onstraints. 16
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